GALLAGHER AVIATION PRACTICE

Specialized Insurance and Risk Management
Services for Rotor Wing Operations

Helicopters Are Diﬀerent.
Shouldn’t Your Insurance Recognize That?
Helicopters occupy a very special segment of aviation risk management. Your insurance broker’s
knowledge and expertise must reflect that. For decades, Gallagher Aviation’s rotor wing team has
been a core part of our business, commanding time and executive attention.

Expertise in all rotor wing operations
• Agricultural/aerial applications

• Offshore

• DOD support

• Powerline/pipeline

• Executive transport

• Predator control

• ENG

• Sales and demonstration

• Fire suppression

• Search and rescue

• Flight training

• Sightseeing

• HEMS

• Surveying

• Heavy lift

• Long line

• Law enforcement

• UAV

• Maintenance operations

Gallagher’s Aviation Practice helps our clients navigate the risk and liability issues that pertain
to helicopters. We’ve developed a depth of knowledge about rotor wing design, maintenance
and operations that you won’t find elsewhere. Coupled with our strong underwriter
relationships, this means you enjoy the most effective advocate in the industry. Gallagher draws
from decades of experience with all types of helicopter operations and aircraft, from pleasure
and business to DOD contractors.

Our Rotor Wing Strengths
• Worldwide market access for worldwide clients — U.S., Lloyd’s syndicate and
non-syndicate
• High liability options as required
• Extensive product tech support — service bulletins and airworthiness directives
• Industry resource network, including OEMs
• Experience with rotor wing flight schools
• All helicopter types insured, including UAV, hybrid, electric

Our industry involvement
Gallagher is involved in the organizations and events that matter to you,
so we stay ahead of the curve on industry trends and issues.
We attend, exhibit and present at the following events:
• HAI Heli-Expo

• Air Medical Transport Conference

• NBAA Business Aviation
Convention & Expo

• Airborne Law Enforcement
Association Expo

The Gallagher aviation difference
• Aviation contract review services
• Aviation law, both litigation and asset protection
• Safety management systems and IS-BAO audits
• Emergency response planning and family assistance
• Crisis consulting and reputation management
• International access through our London brokerage
• Support/participate in safety stand-downs
• Conduct and participate in emergency response drills
• 80 full-time aviation professionals in 16 United States offices

Why Gallagher?
Small world, big network
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. is one of the largest insurance brokers in the
world with divisions specializing in retail insurance brokerage operations,
benefits and HR consulting, wholesale distributions and third-party
administrations and claims processing. Gallagher has more than 680 offices
in 33 countries and provides client-service capabilities in more than 150
countries around the world through our network of partners. Wherever you
are and whatever your risk management needs — we’re nearby.

More than just helicopter insurance...part of your
strategic asset management
Aviation insurance is all we do. This unswerving focus guarantees you the
best coverage and the most knowledgeable staff in the industry. In a world
dominated by automated responses, you’ll always find a friendly voice on
the phone ready to assist you.
From corporate flight departments and ground operations to owner-flown
and specialty aircraft, Gallagher Aviation insures more than 7,000 aviation
clients worldwide. As aviators ourselves, Gallagher’s Aviation Practice
leadership is committed to robust involvement in the industry.
Gallagher Aviation combines the influence of a global brokerage with the
personal relationships of a local broker. While our headquarters are located
in Chicago, we field representatives throughout the country to stay
responsive to our clients and attribute much of our success to these close
relationships. With decades of experience in international aviation, our
client base spans the globe.

Corporate Headquarters
Two Pierce Place
Itasca, IL 60143
630.773.3800
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